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Go ahead . . . throw yesterday away . . . and watch it soar! Create a squadron of paper airplanes,

featuring 40 (!!!) original plane models. Paper airplane experts Kyong Lee and David Mitchell join

forces to bring you this amazing fleet of stellar planes in the Easy Origami Fold-a-Day 2013

Calendar.* Hundreds of original paper airplanes for your aeronautic delight* Illustrated folding

instructions* Custom-designed graphics for each plane* The calendar box is a virtual aircraft

carrier.* Large size paper (7 3/4" x 6") enables you to make airplanes big enough to really fly!

Age Range: 8 and up
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Go ahead . . . throw yesterday away . . . and watch it soar! Create a squadron of paper airplanes,

featuring 40 (!!!) original plane models. Paper airplane experts Kyong Lee and David Mitchell join

forces to bring you this amazing fleet of stellar planes in the Easy Origami Fold-a-Day 2013

Calendar.* Hundreds of original paper airplanes for your aeronautic delight* Illustrated folding

instructions* Custom-designed graphics for each plane* The calendar box is a virtual aircraft

carrier.* Large size paper (7 3/4" x 6") enables you to make airplanes big enough to really fly!

Got this for the 8 year old for Christmas because he saw it in a magazine and wanted one. He loves

paper airplanes, so it was a good fit for him. He can manage MOST of the folds required to make

quite an assortment of airplanes; of course there aren't 365 different ones; there may be 20 different

ones repeated throughout the year with different colors/patterns. Sometimes he has to come to us



to help him out with one of the steps, and I admit I've had to unfold the whole thing and go back to

the beginning to try to get it right. The instructions are simple and illustrated, but sometimes you just

have to stop and stare at it for a bit before you figure it out. Between the 2 adults in the house and

the kid, we've folded every one so far. Some of them fly great, some don't fly well at all, but that may

be because of all the creases and errant folds it took us to get it finished!! Nevertheless, it's a fun

little calendar for kids - I'd say not for anyone under 8 for sure, and even adults would like it. Now,

what to do with all the little paper airplanes that are ALL OVER THE HOUSE?

Santa brought this for my 6 year old son (who loves paper airplanes) and I think it has turned out to

be his favorite gift. It was initially overlooked with all the toys and what not, but now he looks forward

to building the plane of the day and has a collection in a box he is so proud of! Some of the plane

designs are pretty difficult and have required adult help. Some require scissors or tape in addition to

folding. Some of the designs seem to repeat a little but they have different colors and names so he

doesn't mind. It has been a little engineering lesson trying to predict whether a design will fly well.

We've all been surprised a few times!

I picked up this calendar for my son and he totally loves it. Everyday we spend five minutes together

making the next aircraft and then testing its ability to fly. Some are great, some not so good, but its

educational and builds paper folding skills. The initial ones were easy, but as the weeks progress

you get come complicated ones too! Superb product, totally recommended.

My son just love this calendar. We first learnt how amazing a paper plane could be from an annual

innovation meeting. This little calendar keeps him busy for a few minutes everyday. Good stuff as a

gift. Nowadays not many non-electronic product can do this.

Since my nephew loves origami, I bought this for his birthday. My sister took videos of him playing

with the airplane and it flew very well. A big smile on his face while playing with the airplane makes

it a 5-star!

My son has enjoyed many hours making many of the planes. He MAY soon even learn to read a

calender!! It has kept him off of video games long enough to pay for itself several times over.

Wonderful!!!!!!!!!!



each plane is like a work of art intricate and beautiful a lovely way to stimulate the brain for young

and old
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